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Primary cilia are important sites of signal transduction involved in a wide range of developmental and postnatal functions. Proteolytic processing of the transcription factor Gli3, for example, occurs in primary cilia, and defects in intraflagellar transport (IFT), which is crucial for the maintenance of primary cilia, can lead to severe developmental defects and diseases. Here we report an essential role of primary cilia in forebrain development. Uncovered by N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea-mutagenesis, cobblestone is a hypomorphic allele of the IFT gene Ift88, in which Ift88 mRNA and protein levels are reduced by 70 – 80%. cobblestone mutants are distinguished by subpal heterotopias in the forebrain. Mutants show both severe defects in the formation of dorsomedial telencephalic structures, such as the choroid plexus, cortical hem and hippocampus, and also a relaxation of both dorsal-ventral and rostral-caudal compartmental boundaries. These defects phenocopy many of the abnormalities seen in the Gli3 mutant forebrain, and we show that Gli3 proteolytic processing is reduced, leading to an accumulation of the full-length activator isoform. In addition, we observe an upregulation of canonical Wnt signaling in the neocortex and in the caudal forebrain. Interestingly, the ultrastructure and morphology of ventricular cilia in the cobblestone mutants remains intact. Together, these results indicate a critical role for ciliary function in the developing forebrain.
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Introduction

Cilia are microtubule-based organelles protruding from the surface of most cells in the vertebrate body, which are found across the phylogenetic spectrum (Davis et al., 2006). Primary cilia, which lack an innermost microtubule doublet, have recently been implicated in a wide variety of developmental functions, including left-right asymmetry and limb, kidney, pancreas, and skeleton formation (Bisgrove and Yost, 2006). In the developing nervous system, mutants of genes involved in ciliary formation and maintenance display defects in neural tube closure, flexure and neuronal differentiation (Murcia et al., 2000; Huangfu et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005; May et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005; May et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2008), and perinatal hippocampal (Han et al., 2008) and cerebellar (Chizhikov et al., 2007; Spassky et al., 2008) development. Cilia have been reported to be present in neurons throughout the nervous system (Fuchs and Schwark, 2004) and also in proliferating neuroepithelia that extend cilia into the ventricular space (Nagel and Lee, 1979; Cohen and Meininger, 1987; Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; May et al., 2005). Recently it has been demonstrated that key proteins in the Sonic hedgehog (Shh) signal transduction pathway are localized to primary cilia, including the transmembrane receptor Smoothened and Sufu, a negative regulator of Shh signaling (Shooley and Anderson, 2006). Cilia growth and the transport of protein cargoes occurs through intraflagellar transport (IFT), using the same retro- and anterograde motors found in axonal transport (Rosenbaum and Witman, 2002). Functional IFT machinery has been shown to be critical not only for phenotypically normal Shh signaling (Huangfu et al., 2003) but also for proteolytic processing of the transcription factor Gli3 (Haycraft et al., 2005; Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; Liu et al., 2005; May et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2008), in which the full-length activator isoform of Gli3 is cleaved to form a transcriptional repressor (Wang et al., 2000).

As Gli3 function is crucial for development of the dorsal telencephalon (Theil et al., 1999; Tole et al., 2000), the question arises as to whether Gli3 processing occurs in primary cilia of forebrain neuroepithelia, and whether defects in IFT could affect this processing and thereby influence forebrain development. Although two ciliary mutants have indicated defects in forebrain development (Herron et al., 2002; May et al., 2005), no thorough
analysis of the role of primary cilia in forebrain and midbrain development has yet been published. To answer these questions, we have used a hypomorphic allele of the Ift88 gene called cobblestone. Ift88 is necessary for the formation and maintenance of cilia in a wide range of tissues (Murcia et al., 2000; Banizs et al., 2005; Haycraft et al., 2005; Haycraft et al., 2007) and organisms (Haycraft et al., 2001; Kramer-Zucker et al., 2005). The cobblestone allele has the advantage that embryos live several days longer than the targeted knock-out mutation of Ift88 (Murcia et al., 2000), allowing the analysis of telencephalic development. Here we show that primary cilia control not only the anatomical organization of dorsomedial telencephalon, but also the organization of both dorsal-ventral and rostral-caudal telencephalic boundaries.

Materials and Methods

Transmission and scanning electron microscopy

Embryonic day 12.5 (E12.5) mouse embryos were collected in cold PBS and fixed for 10 min by transcardial perfusion (using a glass micropipette) with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PIPES buffer, pH 7.4, containing 2% polyvinylpyrrolidone (MW 25000, Merck) for 10 min. After immersion fixation of the embryos for an additional hour in the same fixative, 300 μm-thick coronal sections of the brain were prepared using a vibratome (D.S.K. Microslicer DTK-1000, Dosaka EM). For enhancement of membrane staining, samples were incubated in the alkaline diminozobenzidine hydrochloride medium as described previously (Gorgas, 1984) for 60 min, and postfixed with 1.5% osmium tetroxide containing 1.5% potassium ferrocyanide for one hour followed by an additional one hour osmiumification with 1.5% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer. Finally, the slices were stained en bloc in 1% uranyl acetate for 30 min, dehydrated through a graded ethanol series and embedded in Epon 812 (Fluka 45345). Series of semithin sections were stained with a modified Richardson methylene blue-azure II solution and used for selection of corresponding areas in wild-type and mutant brains. Ultrathin sections were stained with lead citrate and analyzed by electron microscopy using a Zeiss EM 906E.

Scanning electron microscopy

Embryonic heads were fixed overnight at 4°C in 2.5% glutaraldehyde/0.1 M PIPES pH 7.4 and subsequently washed 3 times in 0.15 M PIPES, pH 7.4, at 4°C. The fixed samples were then embedded in 3% Agarose and cut into 300 μm-thick coronal slices in PBS with a D.S.K. Microlicer. The slices were treated for 1 h at room temperature with 1% OsO4, washed 3 times with 0.15 M PIPES pH 7.4, and subsequently dehydrated in an ascending ethanol dilution series (50%, 70%, 90%, 100%). The specimens were dried in a CPD 030 critical point dryer (BAL-TEC AG) using CO2 as a transitional medium, followed by sputter coating (BAL-TEC MED 020 sputter coater) of a 20 nm Gold film.

Quantitative real time RT-PCR

Whole RNA was extracted from embryonic tissue using the RNasy Mini Kit (74104 Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 1–5 μg of total RNA was transcribed into cDNA using oligo(dT)12–18 (0.5 μg/μl, Invitrogen) or random hexamers (50 mM, Applied Biosystems) and SuperScript II RNase H+ reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). Quantitative real time PCRs were performed using the ABI Prism 7000 Detection System (Applied Biosystems) using TaqMan Gene Expression Assays (Applied Biosystems) with 1 μl of cDNA (20 μl of RTase reactions using 1–5 μg of whole RNA input). The following TaqMan Assays were used: Ift88 (Mm00494654_m1), Wnt7b (Mm00437357_m1), Axin2 (Mm01265783_m1), Ptc1 (Mm00436031_m1), and Gli1 (Mm00494654_m1). The standard quantification protocol was applied with the following cycles: 2 min at 50°C, 10 min at 95°C, followed by 45 cycles: 15 s at 95°C and 1 min at 60°C. Each individual reaction was performed in triplicate. GAPDH primers (Mm9999915_g1) were used to normalize results.

Statistical analysis was performed as follows: Relative expression (RE) levels were calculated with the function (RE = 2^−ΔΔCt), where ΔΔCt is the normalized difference in threshold cycle (Ct) number between wild-type and cbls/cbs samples, calculated from the mean Ct value of triplicate replicates of any given condition. The mean of RE reported in Figure 7 was calculated from the individual RE values from 4 to 8 independent experiments, and the SEM was calculated from the standard deviation of the 4–8 RE values. Statistical significance was evaluated by applying the Student’s t test to the 4–8 RE values, comparing vehicle to TSA treatment. Application of Student’s t test to the original ΔΔCt values produced comparable p values.

Whole-mount analysis

Whole-mount staining using the 2H3 monoclonal antibody [Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB), Iowa City, IA] was performed as described (Yamashita et al., 1999). Whole-mount skeletal staining using Alcian blue was performed as described (Brachmann et al., 2007).

Immunohistochemical analysis

Embryos, sections, and stainings were performed as described (Brachmann et al., 2007). Primary antibodies (Ab): rabbit anti-β-galactosidase (clone 55976, ICN/Cappel) 1:2000, mouse anti-nestin (Ko-41 clone; BD PharMingen) 1:500, RC2 (DSHB) 1:10, mouse anti-β tubulin III (Tul1 clone; Covance) 1:1500, rabbit anti-phospho-histone H3 (Ser10, rabbit 06–570; Upstate) 1:200, and rabbit anti-Pax6 (AB5409, Millipore) 1:3000. Secondary antibodies as described (Brachmann et al., 2007).

Northern blotting

Northern blotting was performed as described (Tucker et al., 1996), using total RNA prepared from the brain and fore- and hindlimb tissue of E12.5 embryos, and hybridized with a full-length murine Ift88 or Gli3 cDNA (RZPD) and an α- tubulin cDNA (Lemischka et al., 1981) as loading control.
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**Western blotting**
Western blotting was performed as described (Tucker et al., 2001) with a rabbit anti-Gli3 antibody (1:1000, s.c.—26888, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), a goat anti-Ift88 antibody (1:1000 (Pazour et al., 2002)], and a mouse anti-β-actin antibody (1:5000; clone AC-15, Sigma). HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies: mouse anti-goat (1:10,000; cs-2354, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), goat anti-rabbit (H+L; 1:10,000, KPL), or goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L; 1:10,000, KPL).

**In situ hybridization**
For all *in situ* hybridizations presented in Figures 4–8, a minimum of 12 *cbs/cbs* and 14 wild-type littermates were examined from the rostralmost cortex through the beginning of the hindbrain, and the relevant sections are presented. *In situ* hybridization on paraffin sections was performed as described (Theil, 2005) with following probes: *Dox1* (Yun et al., 2001); *Foxd1* (Hatini et al., 1996); *Gli3* (kind gift from A. Joyner, Skirball Institute, New York, NY); and *Ptch1* (Goodrich et al., 1996).

**Luciferase assays**
Primary fibroblast cultures were prepared from E12.5 embryos as described (Tucker et al., 1997). 2 × 10⁶ cells were electroporated (Amaska nucleofection device, program A23) with a mixture of 5 μg of a Shh-responsive firefly luciferase-expressing plasmid (Sasaki et al., 1997) and 300 ng of a Renilla luciferase reporter plasmid (PRL-TK, Promega) to control for transfection efficiency. Cells were plated into 20 wells of a 24-well plate and allowed to grow 36–48 h to confluency. Medium was shifted to 0.5% fetal calf serum for 36 h, to allow for the production of cilia, as described (Oehnina and Anderson, 2008). Recombinant murine sonic hedgehog (1 μg/ml, R&D Biosystems) was then added for 12 h, and cells were subsequently lysed for luciferase analysis using the Dual-Luciferase assay system (Promega) with a Veritas Microplate luminometer (Turner Biosystems). All assays were performed at least six times in five-fold replication for each experimental variable; background values were determined with lysates of untransfected cells; and firefly luciferase values were normalized with the Renilla luciferase readouts. Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s *t* test.

**Results**
Primary cilia project into the ventricle of developing forebrain
Primary cilia, protruding into the ventricles, have been reported to be present on neuroepithelial cells of the developing cortex (Nagele and Lee, 1979; Cohen and Meiningher, 1987; May et al., 2005). These observations were confirmed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) upon coronal sections of E12.5 brain. Cilia, with lengths varying between 0.5–2 μm, projected into the ventricle (Fig. 1A). Transverse sections revealed well defined basal bodies (Fig. 1B) and a “9 + 0” morphology in the proximal cilium, confirming them as primary cilia (Fig. 1C). The cilia displayed a proximal-to-distal reduction in the number of microtubule doublets, coming eventually to a “2 + 0” morphology at the tip (Fig. 1D–F), as reported previously (Cohen and Meiningher, 1987). Scanning EM upon E12.5 embryos revealed cilia projecting into the ventricle from dorsal and lateral cortex (Fig. 1H), the hippocampal anlage, choroid plexus, and the ganglionic eminences (GEs), with lengths varying between 0.5–3 μm. To determine whether neural precursor cells expressed components of the intrflagellar transport (IFT) machinery, a mouse line (Ift88Δ2–108gal) (Murcia et al., 2000) was used in which the lacZ cDNA has been inserted into the locus encoding Ift88, a component of the B complex particles of the IFT machinery (Rosenbaum and Witman, 2002). Examination of E11.5 heterozygous Ift88Δ2–108gal embryos revealed expression of Ift88::lacZ by nestin-positive (Fig. 1F) and RC2-positive (Fig. 1K) neural precursor cells. Finally, newly born neurons located in the subpial

---

**Figure 1.** Primary cilia project into the ventricle of embryonic forebrain. A–I, TEM (A–G) and (H, I) scanning EM of cilia projecting into the dorsolateral telencephalic ventricles (V) of E12.5 wild-type (A–D, H) and *cbs/cbs* (E–G, I) embryos. A, E, Cilium cut longitudinally. B–D, F, G. Cross sections of ventricular cilia, revealing the basal body (B, F), characteristic “9 + 0” cilary morphology (C, G), and tapering to a “2 + 0” structure (D). E. Proximal-to-distal tapering can clearly be seen (arrow). H, I, Arrows indicate cilia. J–L, Immunofluorescence analysis of Ift88 expression in dorsolateral telencephalon of E11.5 *Ift88::lacZ* embryos, using an antibody recognizing β-galactosidase (J, L; red, K, green), which is expressed from the *Ift88* locus. The ventricular (V) and pial (P) surface is at bottom (J, K), and top (L) of the panels, respectively. Arrows indicate characteristic somatic β-galactosidase deposits in cells colabeled with the following markers: Nestin- (J, green) and RC2-positive (K, red/VZ cells and newborn neurons (L, green, TuJ1 antibody). J–L, Blue, DAPI-labeled nuclei. Scale bars: A, C, E, G, 200 nm; B, D, F, 100 nm; H, I, 1 μm; J, K, L, 10 μm.
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mantine zone, identified using the TuJ1 antibody (Moody et al., 1989), were also shown to express Ift88 (Fig. 1L).

The cobblestone mutant is a hypomorphic allele of the Ift88 gene

The cobblestone (cbs) mutant was generated in a ENU mutagenesis screen to identify defects in nervous system development. A mouse line (tauGFP) was used in which green fluorescent protein (EGFP) expression is restricted to newborn neurons (Tucker et al., 2001). tauGFP males were injected with ENU and used to establish separate G1 pedigrees (supplemental material). Each G1 male was treated as a different potential heterozygote carrier and mated to his G2 daughters (supplemental material). Each G1 male was treated as a different potential heterozygote carrier and mated to his G2 daughters to uncover recessive mutations. The resulting G3 litters were screened with a fluorescent microscope for defects in neurogenesis and nerve development. The cbs mutation was identified by the presence of EGFP-expressing bulges protruding from the pial surface of the E11.0 forebrain (Fig. 2D), lending the brain surface a resemblance to a cobblestone-paved street. The following criteria were used to classify the heterotopias: In cross-section, these heterotopic structures were (1) 50–150 μm in diameter, (2) “rosette”-shaped, (3) with a central lumen, (4) had an epithelial-like cell layer lining the lumen, whose cells stained positive for the neural precursor marker nestin (Fig. 3I, J), and (5) an outer layer with EGFP-expressing cells (Fig. 2D). The EGFP-expressing cells were confirmed as newborn neurons by their expression of β-tubulin III (Fig. 2E) and the 165 kDa axonal marker neurofilament (Fig. 2F). The telencephalon itself was shortened along its rostral-caudal axis, while the midbrain was elongated (Fig. 2A). cbs segregated as a recessive mutation (225 mutants/1005 embryos, 140 litters) with no heterozygous phenotype. The mutation was not influenced by the presence of the tauGFP locus, as seen after segregation of the tauGFP marker. cbs mutants showed 8% and 70% mortality by E12.5 and E14.5, respectively. 10% of cbs/cbs mutants displayed exencephaly (right embryo, black arrow). cbs/cbs embryos display colobomas (white arrow), and an enlarged pericardial sac is often observed (black dots). B, C, cbs/cbs embryos display bilateral polydactyly on hindlimbs (B) and forelimbs (C). B, E13.5 embryos stained with an anti-165 kDa neurofilament antibody, showing hindlimb innervation. C, Alcian blue-stained E14.5 embryos, showing skeletal formation. Arrow indicates pollex. D, Whole-mount epifluorescence of E12.5 tauGFP cortex, looking down upon the pial surface. A wild-type embryo shows EGFP signal where the lateral edge of the cortex folds over, allowing multiple layers of newborn neurons to be seen as a broad stripe of signal (left panel, arrow). In cbs/cbs mutants, heterotopias appear as 40–180 μm wide spheres (right panel, arrows), often with long trails of green signal corresponding to outgrowing axon bundles. Rostral (R), caudal (C), dorsal (D), and ventral (V) axes are indicated. E, Cross section of two subpial heterotopias in E11.5 cbs/cbs cortex. Asterisk indicates lumen of each heterotopia. Top, Phase contrast. Bottom, Stained with TuJ1 antibody, indicating newborn neurons in the heterotopia periphery. F, Anti-165 kDa neurofilament antibody staining of E11.5 forebrain. Arrows indicate heterotopias in cbs/cbs cortex. The smaller number of stained heterotopias, compared with (D), is due to reduced antibody penetration. G, Western blots of intracerebral cbs. Distance from the centromere in million bp (black), the SNP marker used for rough mapping (blue), SSLP markers used for fine mapping (red), and the Ift88 gene (green box) are indicated. H, Northern blots of whole RNA from whole brain of E12.5 wild-type (+/+ ) and cbs/cbs embryos. Full-length Ift88 (top) and α-tubulin cDNAs (bottom) were used as probes. Ribosomal RNA markers are indicated (left). I, Western blots of protein from forebrain and fore- and hindlimbs (limbs) of E12.5 wild-type (+/+ ) and cbs/cbs embryos. An anti-β-tubulin antibody (top), and an anti-β-actin antibody (bottom) as a loading control, were used. An arrow indicates the Ift88 band. Protein markers (kDa) are indicated (left). J, E11.5 hypomorphic Ift88 knock-out embryos (Ift88−/−) display a wild-type telencephalon (asterisk) with an elongated rostral-caudal profile (cf. A, +/+ embryos). A compound heterozygote of the Ift88 deletion allele (Ift880/−) and the cbs allele (Ift880/cbs) displays coloboma (white arrow) and a rostro-caudally shortened cortex (asterisk). Scale bars: A, J, 1.5 mm; B, C, D, 0.5 mm; E, F, 100 μm.
tricular and interatrial septal defects, persistent truncus arteriosis, arteria lusoria, and pulmonary aplasia/hypoplasia (described in detail in supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

To perform positional cloning, the cbs mutant was crossed to wild-type mice of the CBA/J background, F1 progeny were intercrossed, and genomic DNA from the resulting F2 embryos was analyzed with strain-specific SNP primers. This approach identified one marker on chromosome 14 cosegregating with cbs mutants (Fig. 2G). Fine mapping was performed using standard SSLP markers (Dietrich et al., 1994), and thereby positioned the cbs locus 0.5 cM distal to the marker D14Mit259 (Fig. 2G). Examination of candidate genes revealed one, Ift88, that had been previously reported to show both polydactyly (Zhang et al., 2003) and defects in neural tube formation (Murcia et al., 2000) when mutated. Northern blot analysis performed upon RNA isolated from 12.5 d.p.c brain identified a single transcript in both wild-type and cbs/cbs embryos (Fig. 2H). Quantitation revealed a 66.7 ± 2.0% decrease in the levels of Ift88 mRNA in cbs/cbs brain. Western blot analysis of protein levels of Ift88 in whole brain, using an anti-N-terminal-Ift88 antibody, revealed a single band of ~90 kDa in both wild-type and cbs/cbs embryos (Fig. 2I). Quantitation revealed a 75.0 ± 3.0% decrease in the levels of Ift88 protein in cbs/cbs brain (n = 5, p < 0.01, Student’s t test). Analysis of mRNA and protein levels in fore- and hind-limb buds with Northern blots, quantitative real-time RT-PCR, and Western blots using anti-Ift88 antibodies directed against either the N terminus (Fig. 2J) or the C terminus demonstrated a similar reduction in protein levels (supplemental Fig. 3C, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Figure 3. The cbs mutant exhibits a pronounced disorganization of the dorsal telencephalon. A–D, Hematoxylin-stained coronal sections of E12.5 wild-type (A, C) and cbs/cbs (B, D, H–J) embryos. A, B, F–G, Rostral and (C, D, H–J) caudal telencephalon. E–G, Hematoxylin-stained coronal sections of a E11.5 Ift88+/− embryo (E), a Ift88+/cbs compound heterozygote littermate (F), and a cbs/cbs embryo (G). A, C, E, Inset (lower left) indicates the plane of section for (A, B), (C, D), and (E–G), respectively. H, Caudal-most telencephalon showing lateral heterotopias (left, boxed). Enlargement of the boxed region shows them to have a rosette-like morphology (right). B, D, G, H, Arrows indicate heterotopias. G, Arrowhead indicates VZ. I–L, Mitotic cells revealed with an anti-phosphorylated-histone H3 antibody (green, PH3) in subpial heterotopias (I, J) and VZ of the dorsolateral cortex (K) and the ganglionic eminences (L) in E12.5 wild-type and cbs/cbs embryos. Red = anti-nestin antibody. J–L, Arrows indicate nestin/PH3 double positive cells. Arrowheads indicate sub-VZ mitoses. Asterisks indicate blood cells. M, N, O, Quantitation of PH3 staining in the cortex (cortex) and ganglionic eminences (GE), expressed as the number of PH3-positive (M) and double nestin/PH3-positive (N) cells per 100 μm of VZ, and in the number of basally located (i.e., >30 μm from the ventricular zone) PH3-positive cells per 1 mm (O). ***p < 0.001, Student’s t test. A–L, Dorsal is to the top. H–L, Lateral is to the left; V, ventricle; P, pial surface. Scale bars: A–G, H (left), 300 μm; H (right), I–L, 50 μm.
To determine whether the genetic defect in the cbs mutant is located in the Ifi688 gene, we performed a complementation analysis by crossing cbs heterozygotes to mice heterozygous for a targeted deletion of the Ifi688 gene (Ifi688^{+/+} (Haycraft et al., 2007). 7 compound heterozygotes for both alleles were identified by PCR-based genotyping, and they displayed the morphological characteristics of cbs homozygotes, including bilateral coloboma, a rostro-caudally shortened telencephalon, and an enlarged midbrain (Fig. 2J). Interestingly, compound heterozygotes displayed a rightward-looping heart tube, an indication of some cases (3/7 cbs/Ifi688^{+/+} embryos; supplemental Fig. 4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). In contrast, cbs/cbs mutants never displayed situs inversus (n = 61). Of 48 littermate embryos genotyped as wild type or heterozygous for either the Ifi688 or the cbs mutation, none showed the phenotypes reported above. We conclude from these data that the two mutations do not complement one another and that cbs is a hypomorphic allele of Ifi688. As sequencing of the mRNA transcript in the cbs mutant revealed no changes in the ORF or the 5′ and 3′ UTRs, this further indicates a mutation in an intron or a regulatory region.

Cilia are present in the ventricles of cbs mutants

Previous reports of Ifi688 mutants (Murcia et al., 2000; Haycraft et al., 2001, 2005, 2007; Kramer-Zucker et al., 2005; Banizs et al., 2005) have shown that cilia are either not formed or not maintained. Surprisingly, TEM on coronal forebrain sections from E12.5 cbs/cbs embryos revealed primary cilia projecting into the ventricle that did not appear to be different from those of the wild type (Fig. 1E–G). The cilia derived from basal bodies (Fig. 1F), demonstrated a “9 + 0” morphology (Fig. 1G), and tapered in a proximal-to-distal manner (Fig. 1E). Using scanning EM, cilia could also be detected projecting into the ventricle from the dorsolateral telencephalon (Fig. 1I) and the GEs of cbs/cbs mutants. The cilia in the dorsolateral telencephalon of the cbs mutant appeared of normal length (wild type: 973 ± 160 nm (n = 26); cbs/cbs: 894 ± 213 nm (n = 33), p = 0.25, Student’s t test). Thus, both TEM and scanning EM revealed ultrastructurally normal cilia projecting into the ventricle of cbs/cbs forebrain. In addition, ultrastructurally and morphologically normal cilia were also found in the midbrain (supplemental Fig. 5A,B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and bronchia (supplemental Fig. 5C,D, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) of E12.5 cbs/cbs embryos.

The cbs mutant exhibits a pronounced disorganization of the dorsal telencephalon

cbs/cbs mutant forebrain demonstrated a major disruption in dorsal telencephalic morphology (Fig. 3A–G). In E12.5 wild-type littersmates, the telencephalic midline invaginated and demonstrated development of the choroid plexus, cortical hem, and the hippocampal anlage (Fig. 3A). Although invagination of the telencephalic midline did occur in cbs/cbs mutants, the morphology of the dorsomedial telencephalon was severely affected and the hippocampal primordium and the cortical hem could not be identified morphologically. Instead, cbs/cbs mutants demonstrated a kinked ventricular zone (VZ) that folded in upon itself (Fig. 3B, arrows) to form rosette-like heterotopias (Fig. 3H–J). In contrast, development of the medial and lateral GEs appeared relatively normal (Fig. 3B). At caudal levels, the diencephalon and the dorsal telencephalon are clearly separated in wild-type embryos (Fig. 3C). This distinction is lost in cbs/cbs mutants, where a continuous VZ runs from the dorsal diencephalon to the dorsolateral telencephalon (Fig. 3D). An even more severe phenotype was observed in E11.5 embryos bearing both the cbs and the Ifi688 knock-out allele (Fig. 2J). In these embryos, the dorsal telencephalic midline barely invaginated, the cortical VZ was reduced to a very thin strip, and the medial and lateral GEs were also greatly reduced in size (Fig. 3F). Later developmental stages of this complementation cross could not be examined because of an earlier lethality than that seen in cbs/cbs mutants. Similar to E12.5, E11.5 cbs/cbs mutants demonstrated a reduced invagination and disorganization of the dorsal midline, invaginations of the cortical VZ (Fig. 3G, arrowhead), and subpial heterotopias (Fig. 3G, arrow). However, both the cortex and the GEs were thicker than in the cbs/Ifi688^{+/+} complementation mutant (Fig. 3F).

Intriguingly, in E12.5 cbs/cbs mutants, the number of mitotic cells at the VZ was not significantly altered in the cortex (p = 0.06, n = 5, Student’s t test) (Fig. 3M). Many of the mitotic VZ cells were positive for the anti-nestin antibody, indicating them to be neural precursors (Fig. 3K,L, arrows; N). In contrast, the GEs showed a large increase in mitotic cells (Fig. 3M) because of the appearance of cells dividing 10–30 μm away from the VZ, many of which were nestin-negative (Fig. 3L, arrowheads; N). Similar results were seen at E11.5. In addition, mitotic cells at the lumen of heterotopias could also be identified as nestin-positive (Fig. 3I,J). Finally, no change was seen for the number of mitotic cells located basally >30 μm from the ventricular zones of the cortex and GE (Fig. 3O).

Dorsomedial telencephalic cell types are specified but do not form morphological structures in cbs mutants

The dorsomedial telencephalon gives rise to several different cell types including the choroid plexus, the cortical hem, the hippocampus and Cajal–Retzius cells. As histological examination demonstrated a gross disorganization of these structures in cbs/cbs mutants, the determination of these structures was examined with appropriate tissue-specific markers. The choroid plexus forms from the dorsal midline and expresses Ttr1 (Fig. 4A, arrow) (Duan et al., 1989). In cbs/cbs mutants, Ttr1 was expressed but in a patchy pattern and at a considerably lower expression level than wild-type littersmates (Fig. 4A). The cortical hem lies directly dorsal to the choroid plexus and is marked by the expression of several Wnt family genes including Wnt2b (Grove et al., 1998). Examination of Wnt2b expression in cbs/cbs mutants revealed a domain of expression in the dorsal telencephalon (Fig. 4B, arrow) lateral to the Ttr1 expression domain seen in an adjacent section (cf. Fig. 4A). Similar to the Ttr1 expression pattern, Wnt2b was expressed at lower levels and in scattered groups of cells (Fig. 4B). The hippocampal anlage lies adjacent to the cortical hem and expresses EphB1 (Tole et al., 2000). In cbs/cbs mutants, however, EphB1 expression was not detected in the dorsal telencephalon, while its expression in the ventral telencephalon was unaffected (Fig. 4C). The hippocampus is further characterized by high level expression of the Lhx2 homeodomain gene (Fig. 4D), which is required for proper hippocampal development (Porter et al., 1997; Bulchand et al., 2001; Monuki et al., 2001; Mangale et al., 2008). In cbs/cbs mutants, however, the high level expression of Lhx2 was diminished (Fig. 4D), suggesting that the hippocampus was not specified correctly. Finally, the cortical hem is a major source of Cajal–Retzius (CR) neurons, the earliest-born cortical neurons, which are characterized by the expression of reelin (Meyer et al., 2002; Takiguchi-Hayashi et al., 2004). In situ hybridization analysis showed a single layer of reelin-expressing cells at the cortical marginal zone of E12.5 wild-type
The pallial-subpallial boundary does not form properly in cbs mutants

We next analyzed whether dorsal-ventral subdivisions of the telencephalon formed correctly in cbs/cbs mutants. Pax6 (Fig. 5A) and Ngn2 (Fig. 5B) show a lateral-high to medial-low expression gradient in the developing neocortex, with a sharp expression boundary at the pallial-subpallial boundary (PSPB) of the telencephalon (Walther and Gruss, 1991; Gradwohl et al., 1996). In cbs/cbs mutant telencephalon the graded expression of both genes was lost, and their ventral expression domains were not as sharply delineated as in wild-type embryos (Fig. 5A, B). Immunofluorescence analysis for Pax6 also revealed scattered Pax6-positive cells at the boundary region. (Fig. 5C). In situ hybridization on adjacent sections for Dlx2, which marks the medial and lateral GEs (Bulfone et al., 1993), further suggested that scattered Pax6 and Ngn2 expressing cells were located within ventral telencephalic territory (Fig. 5D). Conversely, Dlx2 also showed a diffuse border of expression, and scattered Dlx2-expressing cells were found in neocortical areas (Fig. 5D). Consistent with histological analysis, however, Dlx2 expression in the GEs did not differ substantially from that of wild-type littermates (Fig. 5D). To further define the formation of the PSPB in cbs/cbs mutants, we examined the expression of the Dbx1 homeobox gene in the ventral pallium, located just dorsally to the PSPB (Medina et al., 2004). In cbs/cbs mutants, Dbx1-expressing cells were more dispersed, especially within the neocortex (Fig. 5E). Together, these data indicate that the PSPB does not form properly and that cells expressing dorsal or ventral markers intermingle at the boundary.

The dorsal telencephalic-diencephalic boundary in cbs mutants

As the PSPB does not form correctly in cbs/cbs mutants, it was of interest to see whether the dorsal telencephalic-diencephalic boundary was also affected. Histological analysis had identified a highly abnormal structure in this region containing many of the rosettes (Fig. 3D,H–J), which we have named the caudal rosette-rich area (CRA). Because of the severity of these abnormalities, morphological landmarks could not be used, and so we used developmental marker analysis to define the cellular composition of this structure. Foxg1 is expressed by all telencephalic cells, except for the cortical hem and CR neurons, and shows an expression gradient in the hippocampus with lower expression levels medially (Fig. 6A) (Tao and Lai, 1992; Hanashima et al., 2002). In situ hybridization for Foxg1 revealed a similar pattern in cbs/cbs mutant neocortex, with higher expression levels laterally and weak expression medially, but showed an absence of Foxg1 expression in the CRA except for a small patch of cells located at its lateral margin (Fig. 6A). Because of lower Foxg1 expression in developing hippocampus of wild-type embryos we analyzed the expression patterns of Lhx2 and Emx2, which both show an opposite expression gradient to Foxg1 in the cortex (Fig. 6B,C). In addition to their expression in the cbs/cbs neocortex (Lhx2: Fig. 4D; Emx2: Fig. 8C) both Lhx2 and Emx2 showed a scattered expression within the CRA (Fig. 6B,C). Similarly, inspection of Wnt2b and Ttr1 expression, which mark the cortical hem and choroid plexus in wild-type embryos, respectively, revealed the presence of scattered Wnt2b (Fig. 6D) and Ttr1 (Fig. 6E) positive cells in the lateral-most part of the CRA. These data suggest that telencephalic cells contribute to the CRA.

However, Emx2 and Lhx2 are also expressed in the eminentia thalami (ET) and in the dorsal diencephalon, respectively. We therefore investigated the possibility that the CRA also contains diencephalic cell types. Shh expression at the zona limitans in-
tralthalamica (ZLI) separates the dorsal from the ventral thalamus in both wild-type and cbs/cbs mutant forebrains (Fig. 6F), indicating that the cbs mutant dorsal thalamus does not extend into the CRA. Consistent with this, Dlx2 expression, which marks the ventral thalamus (VT) of wild-type embryos (Bulfone et al., 1993), is found in the CRA of cbs mutants, although in a highly disorganized and patchy manner (Fig. 6G). Finally, Foxd1 is expressed in the ventral diencephalon of wild-type embryos (Fig. 6H). Similar to Dlx2, a group of Foxd1-expressing cells is located within the CRA of cbs/cbs mutants (Fig. 6H). However, neither Dlx2 (Fig. 6G) nor Foxd1 (Fig. 6H) expressions were observed in the dorsal telencephalon. Together, these data suggest that the CRA is mainly composed of VT and ET cells, but also contains some scattered telencephalic cells.

**Wnt expression and signaling is upregulated in cbs mutants**

Mutations in ciliary and basal body proteins have recently been shown to result in an upregulation of canonical Wnt signaling (Gerdes et al., 2007; Corbit et al., 2008). To examine whether Wnt signaling may play a role in the morphological defects seen in the cbs mutant, we examined the expression of several Wnt genes. In the wild-type E12.5 neocortex, Wnt7b expression can be detected in the cortical hem and hippocampal VZ, and in cortical neurons, but it is absent from the neocortical VZ (Fig. 7A). While cbs/cbs mutants displayed normal Wnt7b expression in cortical neurons, they showed ectopic expression in isolated neocortical progenitor cells, similar to Gli3 mutants (Fig. 7A) (Theil, 2005). Interestingly, at caudal levels of cbs/cbs forebrain, strong Wnt7b expression could be detected in the CRA, which likely corresponds to its expression in the wild-type VT and ET (Fig. 7B). A similar but not as extensive upregulation was also observed for Wnt8b in the CRA (Fig. 7D). This upregulated Wnt gene expression in the CRA prompted us to test for activation of canonical Wnt signaling. Axin2, a direct target of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway (Jho et al., 2002; Lustig et al., 2002), has a graded expression in wild-type dorsomedial telencephalon (Fig. 7E), while cbs/cbs mutants showed a patchy Axin2 activation dorsomedially (Fig. 7E). In contrast, Axin2 was strongly expressed in the CRA of cbs/cbs mutants, especially within heterotopias (Fig. 7F). At this level, Axin2 expression also was found in the dorsal thalamus of both genotypes (Fig. 7F). To quantitate these increases in Wnt signaling, we performed quantitative, real-time RT-PCR upon mRNA extracted from E12.5 cbs/cbs telencephalon, comparing gene expression levels to wild-type littermates. We observed a 1.54 ± 0.25-fold increase in the expression of Axin2 (p < 0.05, n = 5, Student’s t test) but curiously not that of Wnt7b (1.25 ± 0.24-fold increase, p = 0.37, n = 6), indicating that the heterotopic expression of Wnt7b is in aggregate not reflective of an increase in total mRNA levels. Together, these data suggest that an ectopic activation of canonical Wnt signaling in the CRA occurs, but it cannot be directly attributed to an upregulation of Wnt7b expression.

**Targets of Shh signaling and Gli3 protein processing are disturbed in the forebrain of cbs mutants**

Several phenotypes seen in cbs/cbs mutants resemble that seen in the Gli3 deletion mutant X10, including polydactyly, defects in the determination of dorsal telencephalic tissue, the formation of rosette-shaped heterotopias in the dorsal cortex, and the relaxation of the telencephalic-diencephalic boundary (Johnson, 1967; Theil et al., 1999; Tole et al., 2000; Fotaki et al., 2006). This prompted us to examine Gli3 expression patterns in the cbs mutant. High levels of Gli3 expression were retained in the telencephalon of cbs/cbs mutants (Fig. 8A). One of the hallmarks of the X10 mutant is a complete abolishment and a strong downregulation, respectively, in the expression of the transcription factors Emx1 and Emx2 (Theil et al., 1999; Tole et al., 2000). Intriguingly, examination of both of these markers revealed no downregulation in their expression (Fig. 8B,C), rather a patchy Emx1 expression pattern.

Several laboratories have reported defects in the proteolytic processing of Gli3 in a number of IFT mutants (Haycraft et al., 2005; Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; Liu et al., 2005; May et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2008). To examine the effect upon Gli3 processing in the cbs mutant, we performed Western blotting upon protein extracted from 12.5 d.p.c forebrain tissue. Using an anti-N-terminal-Gli3 antibody, the production of both the full-length,
change in the quantity of analysis of RNA isolated from the forebrain revealed neither a significantly (Fig. 8) of processed-Gli3 isoform in the mutant forebrain, compared with wild type, whereas the amount increase in the amount of the full-length Gli3-isoform in isoform (Fig. 8). A strong increase was observed in the amount of the full-length cbs/cbs mutants, no change was observed in the amount of the cleaved isoform (Fig. 8). Together, the total amount of Gli3 protein increases by 67.2% in cbs/cbs forebrain (Fig. 8 G). These changes are not explained at the level of transcription, as Northern blot analysis of RNA isolated from the forebrain revealed neither a change in the quantity of Gli3 mRNA nor in transcript size (Fig. 8 E).

To examine the potential effect of an overproduction of the full-length Gli3 isoform in cbs/cbs forebrain, in situ analysis of Ptc1, a downstream target of Shh signaling (Goodrich et al., 1996; Marigo et al., 1996; Platt et al., 1997; Agren et al., 2004), was performed. The expression of Ptc1 seemed to increase in the GEs of cbs/cbs mutants (Fig. 8 D), but no expression was observed in the dorsal telencephalon. To quantitate these apparent increases in Ptc1 expression, we performed quantitative, real-time RT-PCR upon mRNA extracted from E12.5 cbs/cbs telencephalon, comparing gene expression levels to wild-type littermates. Indeed, we observed a clear increase in the expression of both Ptc1 and Gli1 (Fig. 8 H), another downstream target of Shh signaling (Lee et al., 1997). To test whether cells in the cbs/cbs mutant lost their competence to respond to Shh signaling, fibroblast cultures were prepared from decapitated, eviscerated E12.5 wild-type and cbs/cbs embryos. Fibroblasts were electroporated with a Shh-responsive plasmid that expresses the firefly luciferase gene under the control of a minimal promoter and 8 tandem copies of a Gli binding site (Sasaki et al., 1997), using a plasmid expressing Renilla luciferase to control for transfection efficiency. Cells were allowed to reach confluence and the production of cilia was promoted by switching to a low-serum medium (Oc-bina and Anderson, 2008), followed by treatment for 12 h with Shh at 1 μg/ml and lysis for quantitation of luciferase activity. In wild-type fibroblasts, Shh was able to induce a sevenfold increase in luciferase expression from the Gli-responsive reporter plasmid (Fig. 8 I), but both basal and Shh-induced luciferase expression levels were greatly reduced in the cbs/cbs fibroblasts (Fig. 8 I).

Discussion

We have uncovered a hypomorphic allele of the intraflagellar transport (IFT) gene Ift88 and used it to elucidate a critical role for primary cilia in the development of the dorsal telencephalon. cobblesone mutants show severe regionalization defects in the forebrain with a disorganization of the dorsomedial telencephalon including the choroid plexus, the cortical hem and the hippocampus. The mutation also affects the pallial-subpallial boundary and the dorsal telencephalic-diencephalic boundary, major boundaries demarcating the dorsal telencephalon. This forebrain phenotype shows strong resemblance to that of the Gli3 mouse mutant Xl and indeed, proteolytic processing of the Gli3 protein is altered, shifting the relative ratio of Gli3 activator and repressor forms. In addition, the total amount of Gli3 protein is increased by 67% in the cbs/cbs mutants, explained by the large increase in the full-length, unprocessed isoform (Fig. 8 F). Since the levels of Gli3 mRNA are not increased in the cbs/cbs mutants, we speculate that this full-length form is stabler within the cell than the processed isoform. All three Gli family members share two conserved sequences in their C terminals that target them for rapid degradation (Huntzicker et al., 2006). These sequences would also be
suggests that functional cilia are formed in early development in 2005; May et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2008). Another observation (Haycraft et al., 2005; Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; Liu et al., 2005), ultrastucturally normal primary cilia are still to be found projecting into the telencephalic ventricle of cbs/cbs mutants. We hypothesize that the observed levels of Ift88 protein in the cbs mutant (25% of wild-type levels) are sufficient to generate primary cilia, as demonstrated by TEM and scanning EM in the forebrain (Fig. 1) and elsewhere (supplemental Fig. 5, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), but are not sufficient to maintain the levels of tinman expression/protein processing necessary for proper development, as demonstrated by a reduction in Gli3 processing (Fig. 8D), as has been reported for a number of IFT mutants (Haycraft et al., 2005; Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; Liu et al., 2005; May et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2008). Another observation suggests that functional cilia are formed in early development in cbs/cbs mutants. In knock-out mutations in IFT genes (Murcia et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2005), situs inversus has been correlated with a loss of cilia at the embryonic node (Murcia et al., 2000; Huangfu et al., 2003; Houde et al., 2006). Although cbs/cbs mutants never displayed situs inversus, compound heterozygotes of the cbs and Ift88 knock-out alleles, in which the protein levels of Ift88 are expected to be reduced further than in cbs/cbs mutants, did display situs inversus. This suggests that the level of Ift88 protein in the cbs/cbs mutant lies just above the limit for ciliary formation, but is not high enough to allow for normal signal transduction. The levels of Ift88 protein are also reduced in the Ift88 hypomorph Tg(Tg77)(p4h), and a postnatal examination of brain ventricles in this mutant indicated that cilia were indeed present, but they were sparser, shorter, and showed altered morphology (Banizs et al., 2005). It could be expected that primary cilia in the cbs/cbs mutants would also show morphological defects over time, but the early lethality of the embryos prevents this issue from being addressed.

The following observations allow us to conclude that the reduction of Ift88 protein levels seen in the cbs/cbs mutants results primarily in a defect in ciliary function. First, a large number of studies have reported the Ift88 protein to be exclusively localized to the base and tips of primary cilia, in a wide variety of tissues (Taulman et al., 2001; Pazour et al., 2002; Haycraft et al., 2005, 2007). Second, Ift88 is well documented to be involved in IFT (Rosenbaum and Witman, 2002). Third, the alterations seen in Gli3 processing (Fig. 8E,F) have also been seen in a number of mutants in IFT proteins that are also known to be localized to primary cilia (Haycraft et al., 2005; Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; Liu et al., 2005; May et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2008). Fourth, two other IFT proteins have been reported to show defects in forebrain development. Null mutations in Dnchc2, a gene encoding the retrograde IFT motor, demonstrate a breakdown in the pallial-subpallial boundary (May et al., 2005), while a null mutant in Thm1, a novel protein that localizes to cilia and regulates retrograde IFT, demonstrates exencephaly and heterotopia-like structures in the cerebral cortex (Herron et al., 2002; Tran et al., 2008). In comparison with Ift88 deletion mutants and other IFT mutants (Huangfu et al., 2003; May et al., 2005; Houde et al., 2006; Tran et al., 2008), cbs is therefore a novel mutation in that it shows no morphological ciliary defect but does indicate a reduction in ciliary function, through its altered processing of Gli3.

The cbs phenotype bears strong resemblance to that of the Gli3 deletion mutant Xth. Both mutants show abnormal development of the dorsomedial telencephalon and of the boundaries separating the dorsal telencephalon from the ventral telencephalon (Tole et al., 2000; Kuschel et al., 2003) and from the diencephalon (Theil et al., 1999; Fotaki et al., 2006). Both mutants are also characterized by ectopic Wnt7b expression in cortical progenitors (Theil, 2005) and by formation of heterotopias with a rosette

Figure 7. Wnt expression and signaling is upregulated in the cbs mutant. A–F, In situ hybridization analysis of 12.5 wild-type and cbs/cbs embryos. For each coronal section from rostral (A, C, E) and caudal (B, D, F) telencephalon, only one telencephalic half is shown, with dorsal to the top, lateral to the right. A, B, Wnt7b. C, D, Wnt8b. E, F, Axin2. A–F, Arrows indicate signal described in text. Scale bars: 300 μm.
structure (Theil et al., 1999; Fotaki et al., 2006). However, there are also important phenotypic differences. In contrast to \(X^{f}\) mutants, invagination and specification of dorsomedial structures (e.g., choroid plexus, cortical hem) occurs to some extent in the \(cbs\) mutant, similar to \(Gli3\) hypomorphic mutants (Kusche et al., 2003; Friedrichs et al., 2008). Also, \(Emx1\) and \(Emx2\) expression are retained in the neocortex of the \(cbs\) mutant (Fig. 8B,C), indicative of a weaker \(Gli3\) mutant phenotype. However, rosette formation starts earlier and is more extensive in the \(cbs\) mutant, suggesting a stronger phenotype compared with \(Gli3\) mutants.

We hypothesize that the differences could lie in the nature of the \(X^{f}\) mutation, a genomic deletion of \(Gli3\) in which both the full-length transcriptional activator as well as the processed transcriptional repressor forms are absent (Maynard et al., 2002). In contrast, \(cbs/cbs\) mutants retain both of these protein isoforms, but the relative ratio of the two is shifted toward the activator form by a factor of five. Because of competition between the two isoforms, the effective concentration of \(Gli3\) repressor could be further reduced, and \(Gli3\) target genes which would be repressed in wild-type embryos would be activated in the \(cbs/cbs\) forebrain inappropriately. However, the identity of these \(Gli3\) genes targets in the cortex is not well understood. For example, although both \(Emx1\) and \(Emx2\) are downregulated in the \(X^{f}\) mutant (Theil et al., 1999; Tole et al., 2000), \(Emx2\) is not thought to be a direct transcriptional target of \(Gli3\) (Theil et al., 2002). Therefore, the overproduction of the \(Gli\) activator in \(cbs\) mutants is probably not directly linked to the expression of \(Emx2\) in the \(cbs\) mutant. In contrast, \(Wnt\) signaling has been shown to directly regulate the transcriptional activation of \(Emx2\) (Theil et al., 2002). However, the upregulation that we observed of \(Wnt7b\) and \(Wnt8b\) was strongest in the caudal-most telencephalon, some distance away from the more rostral cortex where \(Emx1\) and \(Emx2\) are expressed, although it is possible that diffusion of these growth factors could in fact induce \(Emx1/2\) transcription. Regardless of their transcriptional control, the maintenance of their expression in the \(cbs\) mutant, and the similar \(cbs/cbs\) forebrain phenotypes, suggests that reduced \(Emx1/2\) expression does not provide a major contribution to the \(X^{f}\) forebrain defects, consistent with the finding that a double \(Emx1/Emx2\) knock-out did not reproduce many aspects of the \(X^{f}\) phenotype (Shinozaki et al., 2004).

Figure 8. Targets of Shh signaling and Gli3 protein processing are disturbed in the forebrain of \(cbs\) mutants. A–D, In situ hybridization analysis of 12.5 wild-type and \(cbs/cbs\) embryos. For each coronal section, only one telencephalic half is shown, with dorsal to the top, lateral to the right. Scale bars: 300 \(\mu\)m. A, Gli3; B, Emx1; C, Emx2; D, Ptch1. E, Northern blots of whole RNA from forebrain of E12.5 wild-type and \(cbs/cbs\) embryos. Full-length Gli3 (top) and \(\alpha\)-tubulin cDNAs (bottom) were used as probes. Ribosomal RNA markers are to the left. F, Western blots of protein from forebrain of E12.5 \(cbs/cbs\) and \(X^{f}\) wild-type (+/+ ) and homozygous mutant (−/− ) embryos. An anti-N-terminal-Gli3 antibody (top) and an anti-\(\beta\)-actin antibody (bottom) were used. Specific bands corresponding to the 190 kDa full-length Gli3 isoform (arrow) and the 80 kDa proteolytically processed Gli3 isoform (arrowheads) are indicated. The specificity of the antibody was shown by examining homozygous Gli3 deletion mutants (\(X^{f}\)), in which neither full-length nor processed Gli3 isoforms are detectable. Protein markers (kDa) are to the left. G, Quantitation of Gli3 Western blots seen in (F), first indicating the amount of the 90 kDa (short form) Gli3 isoform, setting levels in +/+ to 1.0. A quantitative comparison of the 190 kDa (long form) isoform shows 19.4% levels in +/+ embryos, compared with the short form, \(cbs/cbs\) mutants show a 5.6-fold increase in the amount of the long form, compared with +/+ embryos, to levels greater than that of the short form in \(cbs/cbs\) embryos. The combined amount of short and long isoforms is also indicated (total). H, Quantitative real time RT-PCR was performed upon mRNA extracted from E12.5 telencephalon. Reverse-transcribed cDNA was analyzed using TaqMan probes recognizing Ptch1 and Gli1. cDNA was normalized using probes for GAPDH. I, Luciferase assays using a Gli-responsive luciferase plasmid transiently transfected into fibroblasts prepared from wild-type and \(cbs/cbs\) embryos and allowed to reach confluency. Sonic hedgehog (Shh, 1 \(\mu\)g/ml) was added to the cultures for 12 h before lysis and analysis of luciferase levels. Relative luminosity levels relative to Shh-untreated wild-type cells are indicated. G–I, Mean values ± SEM (n = 4–8). **p < 0.001, ***p < 0.001, *p < 0.05, Student’s t-test.
Surprisingly, we observed an upregulation of the Shh-responsive genes *Ptc1* and *Gli1* in the *cbs/cbs* ventral telencephalon. This stands in contrast to the reduction of *Ptc1* and *Gli1* expression reported in the forelimb (Haycraft et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005), hippocampus (Han et al., 2008), and cerebellum (Spaßky et al., 2008) of several mouse mutants in IFT proteins. One possible explanation lies in the fact that cortical cilia are still present in the *cbs/cbs* mutants, whereas they are not present in the brain (Han et al., 2008; Spaßky et al., 2008) or the forelimb (Haycraft et al., 2005) of the mutants reported in three of the studies reported above. In IFT mutants in which cilia are lost, transcriptionally active Gli3 is not produced (Haycraft et al., 2005; Huangfu and Anderson, 2005; Liu et al., 2005), and it has been suggested that the presence of cilia is necessary for the production and release of a transcriptionally activating, full-length Gli3 isof orm (Caspari et al., 2007). Interestingly, disruption of the gene encoding the ciliary protein Arl13b also resulted in an expansion of the *Ptc1*-expressing tissue in the spinal cord, reminiscent to the increase of *Ptc1* expression that we see in the GEs of the *cbs/cbs* mutant (Fig. 8 D). We propose that the low levels of Ift88 protein seen in the *cbs/cbs* mutants, which clearly allow for the establishment of morphologically normal cilia, also allow for the production and accumulation of a transcriptionally-activating, full-length Gli3 isof orm, which is responsible for the observed upregulation of *Ptc1* and *Gli1*. It is also possible that Gli2 may serve this function; not only has it been localized to cilia, but also its transcriptional-activating properties have been suggested to depend upon cilia (Haycraft et al., 2005). However, the deficiencies in IFT expected to arise from a 75% decrease in Ift88 protein levels prohibit an acute transcriptional response to Shh treatment *in vitro*, as seen in the luciferase experiments on fibroblast cultures (Fig. 8 I) and also reported for other IFT mutants (Ochiba and Anderson, 2008). In any case, altered Shh signaling is unlikely to contribute to the dorsal telencephalic phenotype found in the *cbs/cbs* mutants, as seen by comparison with the situation in the *XtJ* mutant. In *XtJ/XtJ* embryos, as in *cbs/cbs* embryos, Shh signaling is not ectopically activated in the dorsal telencephalon (Theil et al., 1999). More importantly, the *XtJ* mutant dorsal telencephalic phenotype is not rescued in *XtJ/Shh* double mutant embryos (Rash and Grove, 2007).

It must also be kept in mind that other developmentally important proteins, such as Wnt signaling proteins (Corbit et al., 2008), have also been localized to cilia. Interestingly, we observed a clear upregulation of *Axin2*, a target of canonical Wnt signaling (Fig. 7), and an ectopic expression of *Wnt7B* and *Wnt8B* that may account for the *Axin2* upregulation although both *Wnt7B* and *Wnt8B* are seen to be upregulated in the *XtJ* mutant, the upregulation in the caudal rosette-rich area of the *cbs* mutant is more extensive than seen in the corresponding area of the *XtJ* mutant brain, suggesting that it may be a direct consequence of ciliary dysfunction. Clearly, further investigation is needed to dissect the relative contributions of Gli3 and Wnt family members to cilia-directed telencephalic development, and also to examine other roles that cilia may play at later stages in the differentiation of this complicated structure.
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